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Shoot, Test, Freeze, Ship – Making Babies At Distance
In the lead up to Growing Families Sydney and Melbourne webinars on 13/14 November, Sam Everingham explains
his most recent specialisation – sperm shipping.
New dads Dan & Ryne Lee with baby Marcus

Assisting gay guys with sperm testing, freezing and shipping was something I never imagined a decade ago. Yet forced to slow down
and contemplate life trajectories, as discretionary savings built up in bank accounts, many seemed to decide lockdown might be more
fun with kids. Enquiries about reputable providers of IVF, donor and surrogacy services have skyrocketed.
The problem is, women prepared to carry a baby for a single or couple who are not family members are few and far between. It
means most gay intended dads work with surrogates at a distance - whether interstate or overseas.
Nowadays thanks to organisations like Growing Families, there is a lot more support available in both selecting providers and
organising logistics. While Covid has slowed processes, a surprising number of singles and couples have found ways to move ahead.
Unable to meet face-to-face with egg donors, surrogates and the professionals needed to help, many chose to meet over Zoom calls;
then make, freeze and ship sperm to an IVF clinic close to their donor.
So asking guys to abstain for a few days prior to shooting a load has become part of my every day. Did you know that masturbating
2-3 times the week before you go to a clinic can help with sperm quality?
And then there’s this rule I recently discovered – no lubricant or saliva for your final load (it can damage the sperm). As a concession,
you can do the business at home as long as you get it into the clinic within three hours.
For the minority whose test results show a low sperm count, loading up on blackberries and blueberries is good. Quitting smoking
and giving up those bottle-of-wine nights in front of Netflix can also help. If this is all too hard, your IVF clinic can cheat and use a
technique called ICSI – it injects average sperm right into the egg.
Then it’s all about flying that sperm at -190 below freezing to the receiving lab (where your egg donor awaits). It might be just an
hour to Brisbane, but more commonly it’s a 24 hour journey to Canada, the US or further still. In the last 18 months I can count over
125 Australian singles and couples which Growing Families has assisted in this way.
Growing Families is an information and referral hub for singles and couples hoping to build their family with the help of donor IVF and/
or surrogacy. You can find out more here: https://www.growingfamilies.org/all-events

